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Study of GaSb and AlSb surface superstructures based on the (100) planes
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Surface superstructure (SS) on semiconductor surfaces determines properties like
Schottky barrier heights, vacancy densities and surface adatom migration length at the
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). In this work we have studied the evolution of surface
structures as function of the substrate temperature on the (100) AlSb and GaSb by
RHEED analysis. Atomic smooth surfaces were produced by MBE on the (100) GaAs
substrates. As the temperature of the Sb-rich surfaces of AlSb and GaSb increases from
the room temperature, it is observed that the surface superstructure is changed to the
(4x2) metal stabilised one.

On the GaSb (100) surfaces were observed the following number of SS: the
(2x5)Sb-stabiIised, (1x3) and (2x4)Ga stabilised SS. Toe phase transition from the
(2x5)Sb-stabilised SS to (1x3) ones goes through unusual changing of superstructure
strike positions. This can be explained considering the SS rotation during the phase
transition relatively to the bulk lattice. The strike intensities for different awnmfhs of the
(2x5) SS are altered m a factor 2, indicating a lower SS ordering across the domain axe
(x2). On the AlSb surfaces the following SS sequence were detected: at low temperature
there is a superposition of the (6x1) and (2xt) SS, at higher temperatures (3x1), (3x3)
and (2x4)Al-stab3ised structures. We have supposed that the low temperature SS
(6xl)+(2xl) have more than one monolayer coverage by Sb. We have also observed for
the first time evidences of mixed surface superstructures (6xl)^-(2xl) and SS (3x3).


